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Campus improvements
Several major improvements
were made to the campus over
the summer. However, a few
others that were to have been
finished by the beginning of
school haven't even been started
yet, for various reasons.
The summer's biggest projects
included paving the parking area
in front of the Apartments and at
the west end of the Templeton
building. The sidewalks in front
of Shook Fieldhouse have also
been rebuilt.
A big windstorm two weeks
ago tore down a large beech tree
by Logan Library and another
tree between Mees Hall and the

Hulman Union. The staircase to
the parking lot by Scharpenberg
Hall was also damaged over the
summer. and will be repaired as
soon as possible.
New shower stalls are on order
for the upperclass dorms to
replace the severely rusted
existing ones; they will be
installed as soon as they arrive.
The school has had them on
order for a long time, but has
been unable to obtain delivery.
"We've been promised them all
summer long — but you know
how vendors are," explains
school comptroller Col. Robert

Willets.
No action has been taken on
the soccer field yet, either. The
proposed site on the west side of
campus has been examined and
surveyed. However, efforts to
improve or relocate the field
have been complicated by the
presence of sewer lines.
property lines, and intramural
softball fields. The school is also
hesitant to make any major
expenditures on the site. as longrange plans call for a Terre
Haute bypass highway to be
routed through it. No definite
plans about the soccer field have
yet been made.

NEIL ABOFF

Prof. Aboff dies
Rose-Hulman mathematics
professor Corneilius Paul Aboff
was found dead in his apartment
last August 1. He had apparently
shot himself in the head with a
double-barrelled shotgun.
investigators
Police
speculated that he had been dead
approximately a week before the
was discovered.
body
Authorities were called to the
apartment after tenants
detected a peculiar odor in the
building. The body was found in
the living room of the
apartment, and the victim had
left a last will and testament.
Mr. Aboff joined the
mathematics faculty as an
instructor in September of 1976.
He had previously been a
teaching fellow and instructor at

Harvard University. Special
mathematics
interests in
included number theory and
algebraic geometry.
A native of Newark, New
Jersey, Aboff attended
Weequahic High School there.
According to his biographical
file, he entered New York
University in 1967 at the age of
thirteen, receiving his B.A. in
mathematics four years later.
He obtained his M.A. in math
from Harvard in 1974. He was a
member of the prestigious Phi
Beta Kappa honor society, and
was a Woodrow Wilson Fellow
and a National Science
Foundation Fellow.
Dr. Richard G. Gibbs has
joined the mathematics faculty
to replace Aboff.

Board hikes tuition
OKs grad program
The Board of Managers made
several important decisions at
their spring meeting last May 26,
including an increase in tuition
and the expansion of graduate
programs.
Tuition will be raised from $3,000 to $3,210 per year. This 7 percent increase will become effective for the fall term of the 197980 school year.
The Board voted to establish a
master of science degree
program in biomedical engineering effective in September of
1978.
The Master Plan for campus
development was adopted in concept. School president Dr.
Samuel Hulbert and Ronald
Reeves, vice president for
development and public affairs,
were authorized to begin planning a campaign to obtain funds
for the initial stages of the plan.
Although the Board has not established a final list of priorities,
consensus was that improvement
of the academic facilities — construction of a classroomlaboratory building and renovation of Moench Hall — should be
incuded in the initial planning.
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Texas businessman John
Mecom was elected to
membership on the Board. A
native of Houston, Mecom heads
the family business network of
oil, sulphur, rances, and hotels.
He also is president of the New
Orleans Saints of the National
Football League, having been the
youngest club president in NFL
history when he took over the
club at the age of 27 in 1966.
Open visitation options for the
upperclass dormitories were approved as a permanent policy.
The policy, inaugurated last
year, allows each floor in the upperclass dorms to select its own
visitation policy. Last year all
floors opted for 24-hour open
visitation on weekends.
In other actions, the Board
voted to:
• establish soccer as a varsity
sport at Rose-Hulman.
• approve the change in food
service from SAGA to The Macke
Company.
• send a letter of congratulations to the Rose-Hulman
Debate Team in recognition of its
outstanding accomplishments
since its establishment two years
ago.

SGA to rent refrigerators
;

The Rose-Hulman Student
Government Association will
rent refrigerators this
Wednesday, Sept. 13, in the
basement of Speed Hall,
according to SGA Business
Manager John Rasp.
The refrigerators will rent for
$10 per quarter; a $10 deposit
will also be required. Payment
of the full year's rent and deposit
($40) must be paid at the time of
rental.
"In the past, we've always
required that the $40 be paid at
the start of the year," explains
Rasp. "Last year, we tried
allowing a few students who

couldn't come up with the money
to pay one term at a time. There
were a lot of hassles in collecting
the money later, so this year
we're going to adhere strictly to
the full-payment policy. Students
who only want a refrigerator for
part of the year may have the
unused portion of their rent
returned."
Money obtained from the
refrigerator rental goes to
maintain
and
replace
refrigerators as needed. A
portion of the proceeds is
allocated to various campus
clubs and organizations.

Macke replaces SAGA Food
in food service operations
A new doughnut machine and a
new food service are the big
features in the Hulman Union as
the school year begins.
The new food service is The
Macke Company, a small,
Eastern-based chain which
replaced SAGA Foods on August
14. Rose-Hulman is Macke's first
account in Indiana (indeed, their
first this far west). They have
considerable experience in the
area of college food, though. and
operate the food services at
George Washington University,
Catholic University, and Ithaca
College, among others.
Last year the decision was
made to look into a new food
service. "It was felt that the
quality of board service SAGA
provided had deteriorated from
what it had been in previous
years," reports Dean of Students
Jess Lucas. "Catering functions
also were not going that will."
Lucas and Assistant Dean of
Students Pete Gustafson did a lot
of surveying, phoning, and
checking last year to see about
various food services. Student
input was provided through
members of the Food
Committee. Two companies
were finally asked to bid on the
contract.
"Macke was chosen primarily
on the basis of its service to
other schools," reports Luas.
"Because it is small, it has a
unique ability to design a food
service to meet local needs.
Some larger companies have
'national menus.' Also, it costs
somewhat less."
The Macke Company is a
multi-interest firm. Founded in
1926, it has major interests in
vending, institutional food (at
both colleges and health care
facilities), and industrial
maintenance. Their headquarters is in Cheverly, Maryland,
near Washington, D.C.. and the
company is located chiefly on the
East Coast.
While the food service
management is new, the staff
will remain basically the same.
Macke offered to hire all SAGA
employees; while a few of them
decided to leave, most are back
again this year. Macke will also
hire any Rose student who
worked for SAGA last year.
Meal Service will remain
essentially the same, too.
Popular features like unlimited
seconds and steak night remain.
One major change is in the offing
— for weekday lunches the south
(left-hand) line will be a deli bar
featuring cold cuts and some
type of premium meat,like roast
beef, turkey or ham.
"We will experiment with

The new Macke food service management team discusses
meal plans and menus in the serving line. Shown are Assistant to the Director Sue Malesiewski and food service Director Mike Wilson. Also shown is the school's brand-new
doughnut machine, purchased by Rose when SAGA moved
out and took the existing one, which they owned, with them.

some new, different ideas, too."
comments the new food service
director, Mike Wilson, "and not
only the ordinary monotony
breakers which everybody does.
There will be special events and
theme dinners. For example,
barring unforseen circumstances, we plan to have an Oktoberfest.
"We'll try to personalize
menus with those foods that
Rose-Hulman students enjoy and
want. And I hope there will be a
great deal of participation by
students on a Food Committee
and to help organize special
events."

substantially. At that time, the
school sought proposals from
national food
catering
companies to take over the food
service; SAGA Foods was
selected and has been here ever
since.
Student reaction to Mack
during Summer Institution has
been "good so far." notes Lucas.
"The changeover went smoothly
— more so than previously
thought — and we•re hopeful that
this will be a great year for
students in the food service
area." The food service is "one
of the most critical services" at
a school. according to Lucas.

Wilson's last job, by the way,
was with Marriott as food
service director at an all-girls'
school near Washington, D.C.
He's also been in charge of the
food service at Georgetown
University, and has lived in the
D.C. area for the last ten years.

During the past week the
snack bar has only been open
during the evenings: it will begin
its normal schedule on Monday.
The faculty dining room will also
resume normal operations at
this time.

New as Assistant to the
Director is Sue Malesiewski,
who has just come from a post as
Food Service Manager at SUNYFredonia, a New York state
school about the size of Rose.

And the new doughnut
machine? It seems that SAGA
owned the old one and took it
with them when they left. The
replacement was purchased by
Rose through Macke (and so it
won't leave even if Macke does).
"Thanks to Dean Lucas,"
remarks Wilson,"the school now
owns a doughtnut machine."

Rose operated its own food
service until 1965, when the
enrollment began to increase
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The
frosh
move
in
Monday was the official "Arrival Day"for the 353 members
of the Class of '82. Although nearly half of them had already
arrived, the remaining frosh and their families contributed
to make the day — well, a typically bustling and confused
day of moving in. An island of direction in this sea of lost
souls was the information tent pitched near the main entrance. Here Mark Denzin directs a van full of newcomers
to where the freshmen dorms are hidden.
"Enter and sign in, please" was the routine as arriving
freshmen register in their dormitories. Resident Assistant
Andy Gavrilos signs in new Rose men Edward Bullerdiek of
East Aurora, New York, in the lobby of Deming Hall. Keys,
propaganda packets, and a busy schedule for the orientation period were also passed out to freshmen at this time.

Another typically outstanding
"best ever" freshman class

Moving in can be a bit of a chore, as no freshman is sure quite what to expect here at Rose,
and so he brings everything (including at times even the proverbial kitchen sink). Members
of the Rose Christian Fellowship were on hand to provide helping hands to freshmen moving
in. The real chore doesn't begin, though, until the unsuspecting freshman tries to fit
everything he brought into the two-man closets that are called dorm rooms. But it's practical, hands-on problem-solving experience like this that makes good engineers.

The Class of 1982 is comprised
of the kind of young men one
would expect at Rose. according
to Duncan C. Murdoch. Dean
of Admissions. The median or
middle man in the class ranked
at the 94th percentile of his high
school class. This compares to a
record median at the 95th
percentile in 1976.
The class median on the SAT is
530 in verbal and 660 in
mathematics.
Fifty-five men. or 16 percent
of the class, ranked in the top
three positions of their
respective high school classes.
Thirty were valedictorians.
thirteen ranked second. and
twelve ranked third. Sixty-six
percent of the freshmen rank in
the top one-tenth of their high
school class.
In National Merit competition.

25 students were named National
Merit Scholars. Fifty-four others
were named by the National
Merit Scholarship Corporation
as finalists ( 28 ). semifinalists
(7), or commended scholars
(19).
The 25 freshmen National
Merit Scholars entering Rose
raises to 80 the number of
National Merit scholarship
holders in the student body. This
ranks Rose first in Indiana and
12th in the nation in the numbers
of National Merit Scholars on a
per capita basis.
Approximately 84 percent of
the class received scholarships.
loans, grants and/or part time
campus jobs in order to attend
Rose. Four freshmen won the
U.S. Army's four-year ROTC
scholarship award.

Speed Hall acquires a new resident, above, complete with the usual complement of boxes.
Meanwhile, one of numerous campus tours passes Logan Library, below. These tours gave
freshmen only a passing glance at the lake; the sophomores will probably provide many
frosh with a much clearer view.

Guitar-toting freshman Brian Mark of Michigan City, Indiana, a new Deming Rat, grins after being "caught in the
act" of moving in by the Thorn photographer.
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Nearly 100 Rose students
returned to campus three
weeks early to begin their
preparation for football
season this fall. This year's
team, with a large contingent of freshmen, hopes
to better last year's 5-5
mark and 3-1 conference
record. The season opens
next Saturday in Olivet,
Mich.

FRANKLY SPEAKING

by phil frank
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Rose readies for Olivet
Rose-Hulman's football team
will be aiming to keep the
momentum of the last half of the
1977 season as the Engineers
travel to Olivet, Mich., for the
first meeting with Olivet
College.
The Engineers won four of
their 1st five games to post a 5-50 record a year ago. Coach Joe
Touchton is hopeful that this
momentum will continue and the
Engineers will better last year's
.500 season.
More than 80 players have
completed the pre-season drills.
"I think we had an excellent preseason camp," assesses
Touchton. "We worked hard and
ran a lot. As we began working
for Olivet earlier this week, I felt
our spirit was good and we were
doing a lot of things pretty well."
Touchton says the offense
appears to be in pretty good
shape. There are questions on
defense and the kicking game,
but none the Engineers won't
figure out with some experience.
Junior Dan Haas, who guided
the Engineers in their five wins a
year ago, has been tapped as the
starting quarterback, but not

Here's the super slide rule
from Texas Instruments that gets you
into programming fast and easy.
Purchase a T1-57 programmable
calculator between August 15 and
October 31,1978, and receive a $5.00
rebate from Texas Instruments.

Special
offer.
$5°'rebate only!
time
Limited
coupon tor details)

TI programmable 57 calculator.
Repetit.ve problem solving through
self-taught programm•ng.

(see

• Use the T1-57 right away as an
advanced slide rule with roots,
powers, logs and trig functions; and
for statistical calculations with
standard deviation, mean and
variance functions. With eight
user memories.
• Learn calculator programming at
your own pace with the 200-page
illustrated learning guide, Making
Tracks Into Programming, included
with your T1-57. It provides step-bystep instructions on using the T1-57's
programmability for schoolwork
and beyond.
• TI-57 comes with rechargeable
battery pack, AC adapter/charger,
and vinyl Carrying case.

Texas Instruments will rebate $5.00 of your original TI-57 purchase
price when you:(1) Return this completed coupon, including
serial number,(2) along with your completed TI-57 customer
information card (packed in box), and (3) a dated copy of proof of
your purchase. verifying purchase between August 15 and October
31. 1978. Your coupon,customer information card, and dated
copy of proof of purchase must be postmarked on or before
November 7, 1978 to qualify for this special offer.
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TI-57 Rebate Offer, P.O. Box 53, Lubbock,Texas 79408
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
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STATE

.
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without a good push from
classmate Kurt Pfanstiel.
"They've both looked sharp in
practice this week," comments
Touchton.
Senior Mark Ripple will be at
fullback and classmate Terry
Peak will be the starting
halfback. Freshmen Jay
Cassady and Dan Wolodkiewicz
are expected to alternate as
running backs.
The interior line returns intact
and is bolstered by one transfer
student. Joe Haniford is back at
center for a third straight year.
Senior Nick Willing, who sat out
his junior year following a knee
operation, is back at guard.
Other guards are Dave Mayfield
and Lance Molenda. The tackles
are Dave Morris and Mike
Coddington, a transfer from the
Air Force Academy. Backup
tackles are Curt Miles and Rick
Altemeyer.
On defense, Rick Matovich
returns for a third season. Ends
are Alan Fiscus and Scott
Lindner. Outside linebacking
duties will be handed by Matt
Hodson and Rob Reiman. Inside
linebackers are Marty Schramm

and either freshmen Ed Wheeler
and Ben Brian or sophomore Bill
Krasson.
The cornerback race has
narrowed to three — Paul Gun,
Buddy Atherton. and Brent
Harris. Chuck Pierce appears to
have nailed down the "monster"
or hero back slot. Safety will be
shared by Jim Obergfel, a
senior, and Jim Novacek. a
sophomore.
Olivet, which improved
throughout the season last year
with a freshman-sophmore
team, is picked as the most
improved team in the Michigan
Athletic
Intercollegiate
Association. The Comets
finished 0-1-8 a year ago, but lost
only seven lettermen.
The Comets have a speedy
tailback, Mark Matthews, a back
who possesses break-away
speed. Three-year starter nose
guard Tom Sexton heads a
defensive unit which boasts both
good size and depth.
Rose will open its home season
against DePauw next week and
will play host to NCAA Division
III championship runner-up
Wabash the following week.

Newest sport to begin
Rose-Hulman will field the
College Athletic Conference's
newest soccer team this fall. The
team will compete in its first
varsity season with an eight
game schedule and a first-ever
appearance in the conference
meet, which will for the first
time count towards the all-sports
trophy.
Two years ago Rose students
began the drive to get soccer
established as a varsity sport. In
their first year they worked for
club status; that was granted
this past year. Then they began
working toward gaining full varsity recognition.

Mericile, Tom Roetker, Jim
Squire, Mike Tallman, Kevin
Thompson, Ralph Smith, Steve
Wirtz, and Don Wyatt. This
year's sophomores include
Charles Hite, Jay King, Mike
LaPosa, Arthur McGrew, Dick
Nyikes, and Phil Murray.
The coach for this year's team
will be Jim Rendel. He will be
giving up his duties with the
cross-country and golf teams;
and will be devoting his time
to soccer in addition to baseball and intramurals.

According to Coach Rendel,
the teams outside the conference
to beat will probably be Wabash
From the beginning the group and the DePauw J.V The
members
established schedule includes two meets
themselves as dedicated with Franklin and St. Meinrads;
workers. After making several one match against 1SUcontacts, they were able to Evansville and 1SU ; and the
obtain a section of the games at Wabash and DePauw.
intramural fields on the west end The teams to beat in the
of campus. Club members built conference are expected to be
their own goals, had the land Principia and The University of
surveyed, and lined and the South. The conference meet
is being held at Principia this
maintained the field.
Last year the club faced year on the first Thursdayseveral established teams, Saturday in November.
The first practice was held
including Greenville college
which plays teams from across Tuesday. Coach Rendel sent
the country. The squad lost to letters to incoming freshmen
Greenville 9-0; lost to the who expressed an interest in
DePauw J.V. 3-1, and then tied soccer. He is hopeful that a good
them 1-1; split with Vincennes; portion of those 25 will show up
tied St. Joseph 4-4, and then beat and try out for the team. There
them 3-1; and lost to St. should also be 26 returning from
1st year's club. They should be
Meinards 3-2.
Last year the team managed practicing by the week's end.
that feat with a team composed The team will have to get ready
almost entirely of sophomores in a hurry, as their first game is
and freshmen, which means that Saturday the 16th.
Despite the work that needs to
this year's squad should have a
good deal of experience despite be done, the team seems to be on
their youth. Juniors returning solid ground. Soccer is now an
from last year's team include officially recognized Rose and
Paul Curtin, Ray Farmer, John conference sport, and is eagerly
Febus, Bob Froetscher, Blair supported by the student body
Hughes, Kevin Johnson, Kevin that created a team in two years.
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What's happening I

FRIDAY APPEARING FRIDAY. The Student Activities Board (SAB) will be hosting Bob Friday's
special concert this Friday and Saturday, Sept. 8 and 9, in Worx snack bar, starting at 8 p.m. His show, entitled "The Carousel of Time," is a multimedia presentation geared toward gentle entertainment.
As students who saw last year's show will attest, Bob Friday's own pictures, fading in and out as he accompanies himself on guitar, create a soft and reminiscent scene. In a sense, the show could be thought of
as "audio-visual gone acoustic."
Although Bob hasn't included any of his own musical material yet, the outstanding photography and
scene progressions are all his own.
FRIDAY APPEARING SATURDAY. Bob Friday will also host an all-day workshop Saturday, the 9th,
on advertising and promotion. Persons interested may contact SAB Chairman Greg Tarvin at the ATO
house for details.
HARRY CHAPIN AT ROSE. Harry Chapin will be at Rose in a super-special performance arranged for
Homecoming '78 by the Student Activities Board. The concert will be Saturday, October 7, at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets go on sale Monday,Sept. 18, in the Hulman Union,for $5.00. For the first two days, they will be sold
only to Rose students; thereafter, they will be available to the general public.
BONFIRE TO BURN. Friday evening, September 8, at 5:30 p.m. Sponsored jointly by the Rose-Hulman
and Indiana State University chapters of InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, the bonfire will be an opportunity for freshmen (and upperclassmen) to become acquainted with the people and activities of the Rose
Christian Fellowship. There will be a cookout supper and volleyball games, as well as Christian singing
and fellowship. Everyone is welcome to attend. Further details are posted on the Rose Christian
Fellowship bulletin board in Moench Hall.
"SONSHINE CIRCLE" will be appearing in concert on Wednesday, September 13, 7:00 p.m., at the
Shrine Temple,420 North 7th St. A sparkling and talented group, Sonshine Circle is starting its fourth year
as Christian musicians sharing God's love in a musical ministry. Sonshine Circle consists of team leader
and baritone Denny Merritt; Patty Merritt, songwriter and alto vocalist; Carl Lehikoinen, who sings also,
writes much of their music, and plays keyboards; and Steve Waters, vocalist, keyboard and bass player.
Their concert promises to be a joyful musical proclamation of God's word.
"OASIS" will be appearing outdoors in concert on Friday, September 15, at St. Mary-of-the-Woods
College, courtesy of the Rose-Hulman Residence Hall Association and St. Mary-of-the-Woods. In case of
rain, "Oasis" will rock in the Hulman Union. This promises to be a good opportunity for the frosh to check
out the young recruits at the Woods.
"ROLLERBALL." The movie will be shown Sunday, September 10, at 8:00 p.m. in Room B-119. This
"freebie" is provided by the Residence Hall Association.
"WHAT'S HAPPENING" is a weekly column of coming events. The Thorn welcomes material for this
column, which may be used to publicize club activities. All copy for "What's Happening" is due in the
Thorn office (inside the student lounge) by Monday evening prior to Friday publication, and is subject to
editing to conform to standards for style and length.

Thorn staff announces
policies for school year
The editorial staff of "The
Thorn" has announced its
policies for the coming school
year.
PARTICIPATION: "The
Thorn" is the school's
newspaper; input from anyone in
the Rose community ( not just
regular staffers) is welcome and
encouraged. Staff membership is
open to any Rose student.
Journalism experience is not
required, just an interest in the
paper and the willingness to
commit a little time and effort to
it.
ARTICLES: "The Thorn"
welcomes articles from outside
sources. Any article submitted
should be neatly written or
( preferably) typed doublespaced. It should be in the Thorn

office no later than Monday "What's Happening" column.
TIPS — HOT and otherwise:
evening (and preferably by
Sunday evening) prior to Friday The staff can't keep track of
publication. All articles are everything that is happening at
subject to editing to conform Rose. The staff would appreciate
with standards for grammar, being informed of any
newsworthy event that may have
style, and length.
LETTERS: "The Thorn" also escaped its notice so a reporter
welcomes letters to the editor can be assigned to cover it.
PUBLICATION SCHEDULE:
for publication. All letters must
be signed; the author's name "The Thorn" plans to publish
weekly,
every Friday that school
will be withheld and held in
confidence upon request. Policy is in session, but reserves the
for letters is the same as that right to change this schedule at
any time.
outlined above for articles.
PUBLICITY: Campus and offADVERTISING: Rates and
campus organizations are procedures are available upon
welcome to use "The Thorn" as request.
ADDRESS: "The Thorn" may
a means of publicizing their
activities or special events. be contacted at Campus Box 891.
Organizations are free to submit The office is located inside the
articles, or notices to the Student Lounge.

Counseling service outlined
The Vice-president of Student
Affairs. Dr. Jess Lucas,
coordinates the Student
Counseling Service on the Rose
campus. Assisting him are Terry
Murawski and Peter Gustafson.
Dr. Lucas and Mr. Gustafson are
located in the Student Affairs
office in Crapo Hall, Room G210; Mr. Murawski's office is
located in Shook Fieldhouse.
Counseling service is available
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday, and at
other times by appointment.
"In any college setting — but
particularly in such an
academically competitive and
demanding school as RoseHulman — a student may at

A portion of the local
squirrel population resting
up for the beginning of
school (Paul Hahn photo).

times feel pressured, depressed, help you better understand
or just in need of a good listener yourself — your feelings,
to help him sort out his attitudes and interests — so that
feelings," explains Gustafson. you will have a more realistic
"Personal and social concerns basis for your own behavior and
as well as vocational decision- decision-making."
All concerns brought by
making and planning may at
times accentuate a student's students to the Counseling
need for someone to assist him Service
are
treated
to place things into a realistic confidentially.
Assisting
perspective.
students with their academic life
in additin to the Student
"The basic philosophy of the Counseling Staff are the faculty
Student Counseling Service is to advisors. Resident Assistants
help YOU, the student, to make are in the dormitories to assist
decisions in most situations. The students with any problems that
counselor will not make any may arise in the halls, or to help
decisions for you. In short. a with any personal problem that a
counselor is a trained student might want to talk over
professional. He is trained to with them.

This brand new building in front of Moench Hall by the main
entrance represents the completion of the very first stage of
the newly discovered "real" Master Plan. This is Hulbert
Hall, the new housing project for upperclassmen. Notice the
informal design of the building, the efficient floor plan (no
wasted space), and the excellent view. The dorm is naturally air conditioned, especially in the winter months. Rooms
in the dorm come furnished with bunk sleeping bags.
Hulbert Hall also has the advantage of being readily convertible to married student housing if this becomes
necessary in the future. The "real" Master Plan is discussed further in the Thorn's "Page Five," below.
Page five

"Real" Master
Plan revealed!
Hidden on page one is the
startling news that the Board of
Managers has fallen for the
Master Plan (the official term is
"approved in concept").
What the article fails to
mention, though, is that there
are actually two Master Plans.
One is the "real" plan; the other
is taken out of storage
occasionally to sell to students
and other annoying groups.
The existence of the second
Master Plan was discovered
early one morning (1 a.m. or so)
as a Thorn staffer was routinely
going through top secret files in
the Templeton building. (Thorn
staffers are very deft with lockpicking tools like crowbars.)Our
anonymous investigative
reporter's eye was caught by a
file marked "Plans for the Coed
Dormitory," and immediately
settled down to investigate.
"The pictorials were excellent,"
he reports. "I was especially
impressed by the centerfold."
The Real Master Plan calls for
a massive fund-raising drive to
begin fall term. Details of the
plan are still sketchy, but the
proposal is that charging $200 for
A's, $100 for B's and $50 for C's
should raise enough money for
the new administration building.
Negotiations are underway to
purchase the Palace of
Versailles and move it over here
for that purpose.
Construction of the classroomlaboratory building is next on the
schedule, with funds to come

The

from the school's recently
expanded printing facilities. The
plates and ink are ready, and
expect
a
researchers
breakthrough on the right paper
any day now. The building,
which will be constructed
adjacent to Macke Food Service.
will also receive some funding
from the U.S. Army. Rose
expects to receive a major
government research and testing
contract for chemical and
biological warfare agents
shortly thereafter.
The recently established
master's program in biomedical
engineering is expected to
complete its first major project
about this time. Numerous
breakthroughs in bionics and
biomedical science will allow
them to produce the world's
first laboratory-manufactured hutube
babies
man
(t e s t
notwithstanding). This will be an
woman.
bionic
actual
Thereafter, the laboratory will
produce 30-40 young women per
year, and Rose will finally go
coed. Sort of.
"Page Five" is a weekly
(we hope) column of (alleged)
humor and satire. Any
similarity between this
column and the real world is
purely coincidental and we
hope it never happens again.
The Thorn welcomes contributions to this column (or
any other part of the paper,
for that matter).
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GMC gives car
to Racing Club
by Eric Dansker
The Rose-Hulman Racing
Association (RHRA ) has
received a turbocharged V-6
Buick, donated by the Buick
Motor Division of General
Motors Corporation. RHRA
plans to make it into an Elapsed
Time Bracket car.
"When Mr. Gary White, of
product engineering at Buick,
brought the car down, the clear
indication was that Buick was
willing to support our efforts to
develop a fairly competitive
automobile," said RHRA faculty
advisor Dr. James Eifert.
"From Buick's point of view,
once again this is the impression
I got from Mr. White, the
turbocharged V-6 has a real
chance of replacing the V-8 as
the standard engine in larger
automobiles. I think that in
convincing the American
automobile buyer that it is a
suitable substitute for a V-8, the
value of demonstrating its
capability in a race begins to be
apparent.'
The car will be raced on onequarter mile dragstrips such as
those in Muncie, Indianapolis,
and Charleston, Ill. The
dragstrip in Terre Haute is one-

eighth mile long which, says Dr.
Eifert, is too short to show the
advantages of the turbo-charged
V-6.
There are also safety
considerations, Dr. Eifert said,
noting that Elapsed Time
Bracket racing is comparatively
safer than other types of racing
for which the car could be used.
"One of our main objectives is
to lighten the car," said RHRA
president Bill Rush. "It has just
about every option you can get.
Then we plan to take the engine
out of the car and put it on the
dynamometer in the Rotz lab.
We will compare stock power
with the power we get after
making our modifications. We
hope to reinstall the engine in the
spring and be able to take the car
to some races."
"I think that one of Buick's big
concerns is proving that their V6 design is a reliable engine . . .
The kind of thing we will be
doing, which is getting increased
performance out of a basically
stock engine, will accomplish
this. If it holds up under the
extreme conditions of drag
racing, it should do well in the
hands of the public."

WRTR attempts FM
While the Board of Managers
voted at last to let campus radio
station WRTR file for an
application for an FM
broadcasting license with the
FCC, several problems have to
be worked out before the station
can actually begin broadcasting
on this band.
The root of the problem is the
FCC's decision to require new
applicants to operate at a
minimum of 100 watts. WRTR
originally planned to apply for a
10-watt station, and has Board
approval only for this size
station.
The additional power
requirement means that
WRTR's range would be about
30 miles, instead of the 3-5
originally intended. Greater
expenditures would also be
needed to purchase additional
equipment, including monitoring
equipment required for any
station that large.
Opposition from the school administration has also reportedly
been encountered by the station.
Many feel that WRTR, with its
larger coverage area, should be
viewed as a representative of the
Institute, and that the quality of
broadcasts should therefore be

correspondingly high.
WRTR is waiting for the Board
of Managers' next meeting in
October, when the club hopes
they will be allowed to proceed
with their application for and
work on the enlarged station.
Meantime, the club continues
to work toward completion of the
FCC application. Training
sessions are planned to help any
interested member to get his
third class radio-telephone
license with a broadcast
endorsement. Under FCC
regulations, someone who has
such a license must be present in
the station at all times during
broadcasting.
WRTR is
located in the
basement of BSB Hall. The
station has facilities to operate
via carrier current on the AM
band at a frequency of 560 hertz.
The station has been plagued
with poor quality transmission.
The
carrier
current
arrangement has also restricted
WRTR to broadcasting only to
the upperclass dormitories,
BSB, and Speed, due to the
limitations that laying cable
presents. The station is not on
the air at the present time.
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Students pan Macke ••
" . . thought it was going to be
better than SAGA, but a couple
of meals have made me think
otherwise. I like the deli bar
giving as much meat as you
want.- — Steve Griffith, Jr., CEME, Milwaukee, Wis.
". . quality of food is better
but service is bad." — Don
Stratton, Sr.. CHE, Flint, Mich.
. . I like it. It's OK. I've had
worse." — Matthew Skerbitz,
Fr., ME,Embarras, Mich.
". . . my biggest gripes are
long lines and lack of selection.- Clint Woodward, So., CS-EE,
Elkhart, Ind.
". . . I think it could be better.
Hasn't gotten better going from

but Macke fights back
by John Sparks
Not only does Rose have over
300 new students, but there's also
another new kid on campus,
Macke Food Service.
But unlike the snickers
freshmen get from seasoned
veterans as they bumble through
familiarizing themselves with
Rose, Macke has been criticized
from the beginning.
And unjustly so.
Many of Macke's problems can
be traced to their predecessors,
SAGA Foods. When SAGA left
this summer, they left Macke
with little but a handful of
employees trying to piece back
together the best ways to serve
Rose.
Macke assumed that SAGA
would leave all of the equipment
in the kitchen. However, SAGA
took everything. As a result, for
example, Macke was left with
fifteen salad bowls and is hard
pressed to keep with demand in
the dining room.
SAGA also took all of the soup
kettles. As a result, soup won't
reappear in the dining room until
ordered replacements arrive.
Help has also been a problem
area for Macke. Many former
SAGA employees quit soon after

technical aspects ot acting —
how to act in various situations.
The Drama Club's major
production during the fall term
will be Archibald MacLeish's
"J.B." The Pulitzer Prizewinning show is a serious drama
which explores the nature of
good and evil, and of love, using
the Biblical Book of Job as its
basis. There are ten male roles,
ranging from bit parts to three
leads, plus nine female roles to
be filled by young women from
area colleges and high schools.
Tryouts for "J.B." will be
Wednesday, September 20, at
7:30 p.m. in the auditorium.
Persons wishing to audition but
unable to do so at this time
should contact John Rasp (Box
782; 402 Blumberg)in advance so
that alternate arrangements can
be made.
A caravan to a production of
Neil Simon's popular new
comedy "California Suite" is
planned for Monday, Sept. 18.
This play is part of the
auditorium series at Indiana
University. Drama Club vice

Macke took over, evidently
unhappy of the prospects of
Macke running a more demanding service.
Some positions have been filled with new help but others
still need filling. Macke will hire
any Rose student to fill these
vacancies.
Another difficulty arises from
the fact that Rose is the farthest
west Macke has ever been. As a
result, Macke had to learn all
new suppliers, a task SAGA
offered no help with.
The tests Rose students are
subjecting Macke to are also not
helping the new food service
establish a smooth routine.
Fraternity members and offcampus students taking
advantage of free meals caused
temporary passes to be issued.

something SAGA did frequently.
The deli line has appeared at
lunch.
More flavors of sift drinks
have been added in the dining
room. Every effort is being
made to learn Rose's traditions
so that such things as single-deck
hamburgers being served on
steak night never happen again.
But they must live within
their budget. Thus sometimes the
meals prepared by Macke look
suspiciously like those SAGA
used to serve. It's just something
that occurs when money is limited and many have to be fed.
Monotony-breakers will pop up
from time to time, though.
Macke, with accounts at
Georgetown, Seton Hall, and
Ithaca colleges among others,
has never had an account quite
like Rose's. They are now trying
Also, stacking the belt with to determine the exact needs of
dishes is only costing the Rose.
students in terms of broken
Included in this effort is the
dishes. If someone needs to be reading of all comments,
hired to cope with the problem, including those made by the
it will only mean larger bills "phantom."
And with this effort, it appears
for students next year.
Macke emphasizes that they that their goal of ironing out all
are improving food service. food service problems by the
Macke never uses soybean first of October will easily be
extenders in meat dishes, reached.
Placement

Rose Drama Club active
The theater season at RoseHulman gets off to a flying start
next week, with the Rose Drama
Club hosting a flurry of
activities. Plans call for an
acting workshop, a field trip, and
preparations for three different
productions.
The club will have an
organizational meeting next
Tuesday, Sept. 19, at 7 p.m. in
the auditorium. "This meeting
is designed to let people know
just what the Drama Club has to
offer," explains club president
John Rasp."Our central purpose
is giving Rose students an
opportunity to learn about all
areas of theater, and so our
activities include a lot more than
just producing plays."
The acting workshop is one
such activity. It will be
conducted by the Drama Club's
professional director, Mrs.
Diana Harbaugh, and will take
place immediately following
Tuesday's meeting. The
workshop is designed to aid
participants in developing what
Mrs. Harbaugh describes as the

high school to college. Costs staff." — Wyman Williams, Jr.,
more here, though.- — David EE,Greenwood, Ind.
". . . about the same as last
Holtz, Fr., CE-ME, Elkhart, Ind.
". . . It's pretty good, really, year, maybe a little bit better.compared to some schools.- — - Jim Wolfey, So., ME, InMike Shipper, Fr., EV, Hadlock, dianapolis, Ind.
". . . they're too slow. Seems
Wash.
". . . don't keep sugar, drinks, to have dropped in selection.- —
milk, dishes, etc., refilled in Stan Cooper, So., EE, Ft.
cafeteria." — Dave Jones, So., Wayne,Ind.
". . .first day food all right.
CHE, Wingate. Ind.
After that, not good. Been better
". . . selection is bad on lately. Typical cafeteria food.weekends. Breakfast I like, but - Robert Zaja, Fr.. EE, East
service is slow." — John Breen, Chicago, Ind.
Fr., CS-EE, Cincinnati, Ohio.
". . . Food usually OK.
. . don't see how they break Sunday's meal questionable at
so many dishes. Wasteful of our best." — John Kloosterman, Fr.,
money. Don't have large enough ME,Oakland, N.J.

president Joe Gaines is in charge
of arrangements; anyone
wishing to accompany the
Drama Club should contact him
at Box 415 or Apartment C-1.
A special project designed to
encourage
freshmen
participants in the club is also
scheduled. Project coordinator
Bill Sutton describes the effort
as "a comedy show in the fine
tradition of 'The Gospel
According to Herman'," the
Drama Club's special homecoming skit that satirized
the history of the school.
Freshmen will be given first
priority in obtaining parts or
doing the necessary backstage
work in this show.
"Winnie-the-Pooh" is also
expected to return to the Rose
campus. Last winter's Drama
Club production of the classic for
children pioved so popular that
the club will try to revive it this
year. Several roles are open in
the company; arrangements for
tryouts will be made at
Tuesday's organizational
meeting.

Senior class reaches 100%
William Sisson, director of
placement and corporate
relations at Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology, says
that the school has once again
achieved one hundred percent
placement of its graduates.
By graduation last spring, 213
of the 242 students who used the
placement office had accepted
employment in industry; 13
planned to enter graduate
school; 8 were to enter military
service as second lieutenants.
The remaining eight students
have since been placed, Mr.
Sisson said.
Engineering graduates, who
comprised about eighty-five
percent of the class, averaged
$1,408 per month; science
graduates averaged $1,303 per
month. The entire class
averaged $1,400 per month, and
the highest offer was $1,655 per
month.
Rose-Hulman's
placement
record for the class of 1978, says
Mr. Sisson, is due to "the
academic reputation of the
school and the philosophy of
career preparation at the

bachelor's level; the personal
involvement, interest, and
concern for placement by the
faculty; and the student himself
— a well-rounded and wellprepared individual."
Mr. Sisson recently attended
the fall convention of the
Midwest College Placement
Association. where problems,
programs and ideas concerning
college placement services were
discussed. Employers outlined
their future requirements for
graduates. At an engineeringscience workshop, Rose was said
to provide its students with an
outstanding background in the
basics of its major fields.
Recruiters also said they liked
the greater amount of personal
interaction with the faculty at
Rose as compared with other
schools.
The outlook for placement this
year is good, says Mr. Sisson.
"Without exception, every
recruiter who has asked to come
to campus this year has indicated an interest in staying as
long, and sending as many
people as necessary to talk to all
interested students."
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Rose gridders
surprise Olivet
by Warren Pease
Despite trailing 21-6 with just
2:13 remaining, the Engineer
football team managed a
brilliant comeback capped by
Dan Haas's two-point conversion
with 12 seconds left to post a 22-21
victory over the host Olivet
Comets.
Neither team mounted a
serious offensive threat in the
first quarter. Olivet's seven first
quarter points came on a 40-yard
interception return by Scott
Williams on a Kurt Pfanstiel
pass.
Late in the first quarter, Mark
Ripple fumbled on the Rose 19,
and a 5-yard penalty allowed
Olivet to start the second quarter
on the Rose 14. After a one-yard
touchdown run by Jim Simon,
Marty Joseph booted the second
extra point for a 14-0 lead.
Near the end of the second
stanza, the Comets marched 67
yards in eight plays and the lead
was 21 points.
Rose immediately countered
with an 81-yard run by freshman
Jay Cassidy. The two-point conversion attempt failed and the
Engineers went to the locker
room down by 15.
In the second half, quarterbacks Haas and Pfanstiel went to
the air more, but no drives went
deep into Olivet territory. Even

when a Chuck Pierce interception
gave the offense the ball on the
Comet 13, the attack sputtered.
A 19-yard field goal attempt by
Greg Peak missed.
Late in the final quarter, the
turnaround came. The Engineers
started on their 27 and quickly
worked their way to the Comet
34. From there, Haas hit Mark
Kaufman for the score.
Rose's onside kick failed, but
Olivet couldn't gain a first down
and Rose started the winning
drive on their own 41. After losing yardage, Haas found Kaufman again; this time he fought to
the four. On Rose's fourth
attempt, Ripple carried the ball
across and Haas ran around the
end for the conversion.
For the game, Rose won all the
statistical battles except turnovers, which Olivet nearly turned
into a victory.

•

The Rose-Hulman football squad is shown here practicing under the watchful eye of assistant coach Bob Thompson. Coming off a stunning 22-21 win at Olivet,the team faces DePauw
tomorrow at 1:30 at Phil Brown Field.

Rose's next game is at home
against the DePauw Tigers. It
promises to be exciting since it
will be the first home game for
the Engineers this season, and
because Bob Bergman's team got
their only victory last year again
Rose at DePauw. Bergman also
coached at Rose just two years
ago.

•-
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The game will start at 1:30
p.m. on Phil Brown Field.
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Rose's newest varsity sport, soccer, opens its campaign today at 11:00 on the new soccer
field near the baseball diamond. Shown here are two of Coach Rendels players: Andy Koltz
and Dave Wieting (with ball).

Texas Instruments
Professional calculator values
for college and career
TI programmable calculators with SOLID STATE SOFTWARE"'modules

Debbie Pendergast is shown during cheerleading tryouts
last week. This year's cheerleaders will be Lisa Monnett,
Diane Johnson, Anni Cobb, Cindy Vogal, Robin Deckard,
and Debbie. They were selected by vote of the football and
basketball teams.

Interchangeable
Solid State SoftwareTM
modules
Each contains complete
library of programs for
specific applications
area. Come in and
see our selection.

TI-58
Only

$124.95
• Just plug in a prerecorded Solid State Software
module of your choice into a TI-58 or TI-59 and
it's like having a small customized computer at
your fingertips. A complete software library for
your specialty. You don't even need to know how
to program! Master Library Module of 25
programs included.
• Or use the built-in programming capability of the
TI-58 and TI-59 to create your own programs.
Personal Programming guidebook teaches you
how. Permanently record your own programs on
magnetic cards with the TI-59.
• Add the PC-100A thermal printer for a quiet, highspeed printout of your calculations, program
listings, plots and curves—even instructions and
headings in plain English.
TI Programmable 58. Up to 480 program steps or up
to 60 memories available for custom programs.
TI Programmable 59. Up to 960 program steps or up
to 100 memories available for custom programs.
Records programs and data on magnetic cards
(20 blank cards included).

Special
free book
offer

TI-59
Only

$299.95,

Purchase a TI-58 or TI-59 between August 15
and October 31, 1978 and receive a
free copy of Sourcebook for Program- -- p,st-_60.4
mable Calculators, a $12.95 value
bonus book,to help you get even
more from your TI programmable
caLculator.See coupon for details.
Texas Instruments will send you a free copy of Sourcebook for
Programmable Calculators. a $12 95 value when you (1) Return this
completed coupon, including serial number.(2)along with your
completed TI-58 or TI-59 customer information card (packed in box).
0)a dated copy of proof of your purchase verifying purchase between
August 15 and October 31. 1978

Your coupon,customer information
card, and dated copy of proof of purchase must be postmarked on
or before November 7 197a,to qualify for this special offer. Book
covers step-by-step programmed solutions to problems in a wide
range of fields mathematics. calculus. statistics. business and
operations research. economics. biology. engineering. physics and
astronomy, music and MuCh Mere.
Send to:
7940$
TI-50/59 Free Book Otter, P.O.Sox 53, Lubbock,
Name
AddresS

Rose-Hulman Bookstore

Coty
State

First-year coach Jim Hargis led Rose's cross country team
to a sixth-place finish at last Saturday's Hokum-Karem Invitational meet. He is pictured with three members of his
team.

T,58 or TI-59 SERIAL NUMBER
lfrom back of calculator)

k
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JOIN THE "ROSE GANG"
The Beverage Center
25th & Ohio Blvd.
Offering Rose Engineers
the Largest Selection at
the Lowest Prices
Rose

Wabash Ave
Fruitridge

25th
St
Ohio

* Beverage
Center

5

Min.
From
Campus

WELCOME BACK GROUP DISCOUNT

5% OFF

On Liquor, Wine and Cold
Beer (Cans or Btls.) (Excludes Sale Items)

Free Delivery to Rose Campus
Call 232-3079 for Details

"We Keep Rose Students in Good Spirits"

ROSE THORN
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EDITORIAL
THE LATEST OF Rose-Hulman's scheduling snafus involves this
year's decision to begin classes on a Thursday to allow for a "study
day" before finals. It was bad enough to start on a Friday, but this
new change means that two class days are wasted, and students must
quit their summer jobs even sooner.
The original intent of the first Friday was to compensate for a Friday off at Homecoming, but because everyone would leave for a
three-day weekend instead of participating in the activities on campus, the day off was moved to a different Friday. So much for the
original purpose. Two years ago, the policy was adopted of granting a
Friday vacation before Easter during the Spring term, and no day was
included to make this up. So, it seems that the first Friday wouldn't be
too necessary.
BUT NO! INSTEAD of eliminating the old plan, and giving students
and faculty three more vacation days, we must now begin even
earlier! It seems that the study day isn't all that essential; it's well
known that very few profs do anything but review during the last two
days of the quarter, and class attendance is not overly high. The study
day will just be a good chance to hold Thursday night parties.
In sum, it would appear that a term beginning on Monday, with one
Friday off, and no study day, would be in the school's best interests.
Classes would not be disrupted by a two-day week in which little can
be done, and any Friday labs that are missed could be easily made up
at the outset of the tenth week. Let us hope that the rescheduling
system will be reconsidered before the Thursday class is adopted as a
permanent change.

Chapin to perform
by Paul Wallace
-Taxi," "Cats in the Cradle,"
"W.O.L.D.," and "Dance Band
on the Titanic" are some of the
more outstanding songs written
by the "Storyteller.- Better
known as Harry Chapin, this performer will soon be appearing at
Rose.
Tickets go on sale Monday,
Sept. 18, in the Union Office for
persons with Rose I.D.'s.
Limited reserve seating is $6.00
and general admission is $5.00.
On September 20, the ticket sales
will be open to the general public
with all remaining tickets priced
at $6.00.
Harry was born December 7,
1942, in Greenwich Village. His
father worked as a drummer during the Big Band Era with such
bands as Tommy Dorsey and
Woody Herman. That influence

drew all four Chapin brothers
into taking music lessons. Harry
started out on the trumpet until
at age 15 he found out that "girls
like guitar players better."
During the recession of 1970,
there was a major slump in the
film industry. Harry applies for a
taxi license to help support his
family. Although he never drove
a taxi (the day he was supposed
to start he received three film
offers), this was the source of his
first album's huge hit single,
"Taxi."
Although his performance will
take place in the fieldhouse, an
improved acoustic arrangement
is planned to remedy the usual
echoing effect. This set up includes heavy curtains on both the
back and sides of the stage.
Seating will be in chairs on the
floor and in the north bleachers.
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Dateline: Tomorrow
by John Rasp
years, as Rose has still not done
We don't know how it got there, any work on the network of
but last Monday evening we drainage ditches and holes near
found a copy of the Friday, Sept. Art Nehf field that Tony Hul15, 1989, issue of "The Thorn" man set aside as a soccer field
craftily stuffed in our mailbox. before he died.
Here, in the scoop of the century,
The tape recorder in the Adare some excerpts:
missions Office reported that the
The Board of Managers of Sam incoming freshman class was the
Hulbert Institute of Technology "best ever." Information culled
(SHI_, us, well . . . ) ap- from the computer between
proved Phase XVII of the Master crashes revealed that the
Plan at its recent meeting. This average SAT scores for the class
portion of the plan calls for con- were 830 mathematics and 160
struction of Hulbert Hall, the verbal. Of the 376 entering
graduate studies classroom freshmen, 42 were high school
building: Sam Hulbert Hall, the salutatorians, 59 were valedicwomen's dormitory; and Samuel torians, and 74 ranked even
F. Hulbert Hall, the biomedical higher.
laboratory complex. ConstrucThe Placement Office reported
tion of the swimming pool was that the graduating class of May,
delayed until phase CCX of the 1989, achieved 100 percent placeMaster Plan.
ment. The last holdout, Irving Q.
The soccer team won its 86th Schwarts, accepted employment
game in a row, defeating Indiana at Rose in the newly created post
University 5-0. The team has not of administrative assistant to
played a home game in nine Bill the janitor.

Dear Editor:
To everyone who came to see
"Rollerball" Sunday night, thank
you very much for being there. I
would like to apologize for the
poor sound system and the nearly
unbearable heat; if all goes well,
both problems will be taken care
of by the next movie — "Blazing
Saddles," Sunday, Sept. 24.
Tonight we are sponsoring a
concert in conjunction with St.
Mary's featuring the group
"Oasis." This concert will be
held at the Woods, hopefully outdoors. In case of rain, the concert
will be in the Hulman Union. It
begins at 8:00 p.m and is absolutely free.
Thanks!
Jim Payonk, RHA President
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Chi Alpha Charismatic Fellowship
presents
A Christian Experience of
Praise and Worship
•Worship in the Holy Spirit
•Gifts of the Holy Spirit in Operation
•Christian Living in the Now

•Monday Evenings 7:00
•Normal Suite C
•ISU Student Union

Chi Alpha brings to the Terre Haute campuses of higher
education and the Christian community an invitation to
a celebration of our life together in Jesus Christ.
Emphasis will be placed on praise and worship under
the direction of the Holy Spirit and teaching the word of
God. All students are welcome.

1-1/4111:Par
Cli.fk1311%1
"Chapin's story songs ("Twd:' "Cat's In The Cradle!' "W.O.L.D7 etc.)
are among the most original of contemporary compositions with
—Variety
his performance of them electrifying!'

•P`
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WANTED:
Waiters for Parties
Snack Bar
Evening Help
Utility and
General Help

Apply with
Food Service Director

Macke

IN CONCERT

Saturday, October 7th, 8 P.M.
Shook Memorial Fieldhouse
Tickets Go on Sale Sept. 18th — Union Office

